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I asked the AI Chat Bot “What was the role of the DoD in covid-countermeasures?” Here
is what it wrote:

“The Department of Defense (DoD) played a signi몭cant role in the development of
countermeasures against COVID-19, the disease caused by the novel coronavirus. The
DoD worked closely with other federal agencies, such as the Department of Health and
Human Services (HHS), to respond to the pandemic.

One of the main roles of the DoD in the COVID-19 response was to provide logistical
support and medical resources to help healthcare workers and 몭rst responders on the
front lines of the pandemic. The DoD also worked to develop and distribute personal
protective equipment (PPE) and other supplies to support the response e몭orts.

In addition, the DoD provided funding and resources to support the development of
vaccines and treatments for COVID-19. The Defense Advanced Research Projects
Agency (DARPA), a research arm of the DoD, played a key role in this e몭ort by funding
and supporting the development of treatments and vaccines through its "Rapid
Response Research" program.

Overall, the DoD played a vital role in the response to the COVID-19 pandemic by
providing logistical support, medical resources, and funding for research and
development e몭orts to combat the disease.”

AI Chat Bot gets a “F” - for a highly controlled narrative answer, which was fed to all MSM
sources, while the “alternative” media did not examine it very much, with some exceptions.
It wasn’t just logistics or even just lots of funding, and certainly nobody was “combatting
disease”.
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The truth is much more interesting than 몭ction:

All Covid countermeasures, including the biological warfare agents marketed as “Covid-
19 vaccines”, were ordered by the US DoD as a “large scale manufacturing
demonstration” via Other Transactions Authority contracts.

Hundreds of Covid countermeasures contracts became available via FOIA and SEC
disclosures in redacted form.  Review of these contracts indicates a high degree of control
by the US Government (DoD/BARDA) and speci몭es the scope of deliverables as
“demonstrations” and “prototypes” only.  In other words, the US Government and DOD
speci몭cally ordered a fake theatrical performance from the pharmaceutical manufacturers.
Just to make extra certain that the pharmas are free to conduct the fakery, the contracts
include the removal of all liability for the manufacturers and any contractors along the
supply and distribution chain under the 2005 PREP Act and related federal legislation.

The contracts are structured under Other Transactions Authority (OTA) - OTA method of
contracting allows federal agencies to order otherwise-regulated products bypassing any
such regulations, as well as 몭nancial accountability mechanisms that cover standard
government contracting, and other laws that regulate disclosure and Intellectual Property
(IP) derived from publicly funded research.

“Other” is a catchall category that is not a contract, not a research grant, not a
procurement, etc.: not any normally regulated/accountable government contracting. 

Here is a typical contract scope for “vaccines”:
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While the DOD/BARDA countermeasure contracts refer to safety and e몭cacy
requirements for vaccines and mention current Good Manufacturing Practices (cGMP)
compliance, these items are explicitly carved out as not being paid for nor ordered by the
US Government. 
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This gets even more interesting when we examine some of the redactions in contracts:
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I know what is in the redacted part of the above paragraph and it was not hard to 몭gure
out. The 몭rst redaction under 1.1.1 BACKGROUND is “Fosun Pharmaceuticals”, so the
sentence reads “Fosun Pharmaceuticals”, P몭zer and BioNTech entered into an agreement
for the co-development…”

Note: the only journalist I am aware of in either “mainstream” or “resistance” who mentioned
Fosun was Naomi Wolf, kudos to her. I was in touch with The Epoch Times to try to publish this
information, and even they decided to bury the story (but they published my other materials). I did
discuss this on Dr. Jane Ruby’s show, and kudos to her as well for not being afraid to cover the truth.

P몭zer-BioNTech is really a 3-party R&D alliance: Fosun-P몭zer-BioNTech, and by “party” I
mean that one of the three is the Chinese Communist Party. Fosun is a huge Chinese
conglomerate that owns a large number of global companies, and its chairman Guo
Guangchang is a very high ranking member of the CCP. It is curious that the US DoD
awarded $10 billion (P몭zer’s Operation Warp Speed/DoD/BARDA contract) to a venture
whose substantial equity (and IP) holder is the the Chinese Communist Party. For
avoidance of doubt:
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Below is the timeline of some of the key investments and R&D deals I was able to identify
from public SEC shareholder disclosures, immediately preceding and following the
“pandemic”:
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Just to make sure, we are talking about the exact technology in the mRNA shots. Here is the
de몭nition from March 17, 2020 agreement between P몭zer and BioNTech (p. 4):

The same document describes a data sharing agreement, “pharmacovigilance” globally
among the 3 parties. They will count the bodies and share the data with each other:
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On the “pharmacovigilance” aspect, there is a 4th participant in this arrangement - the
Israeli Ministry of Health, which entered into a data sharing agreement with P몭zer on
January 6, 2021 and gave P몭zer (and by extension, US DoD and anyone who controls it,
BioNTech and anyone who controls it, Fosun and anyone who controls it, i.e. CCP) access
to all their citizens’ centralized electronic health records. But don’t worry, Benjamin
Netanyahu promised to keep the data de-identi몭ed. Right.
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Side note - Israeli government recently “misplaced” the Manufacturing and Supply
Agreement with P몭zer mentioned in the data sharing agreement above (so we know for
sure it exists). The government sadly cannot 몭nd it for some reason…

bad cattitude

israeli government "lost the agreement" with pfizer for covid
vaccines

so, apparently, the great risk of working from home is the VAST seeming
increase in “the dog eating your homework.” but this is really something. israel,
who everyone around the world was looking to fo…
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This gets even larger and more interesting when looking at the sources of “R&D” 몭nancing.
Turns out, there were numerous 몭nancial backers and co-investors in the BioNTech
“venture” in the years preceding the global fraud and mass murder exercise. According to
Crunchbase, BioNTech, a tiny company with just a handful of employees and NO
PRODUCTS or scale manufacturing, raised $1.7B in 9 rounds of investments since around
2008. Large portion of the money, $1B+ was raised before 2020. What was it for, since no big
clinical trials or scale manufacturing was happening then? That’s a good question, worth
examining at some point. Cursory review of some of the investment rounds indicates wide
and very international involvement of a variety investors from US, Europe, UK, Australia,
South Africa, mainland China, Hong Kong and Singapore among others. These likely
included many government actors: “sovereign” funds, pension funds and the like who o몭en
do these investments by allocating money to “private venture funds” (limited partners in a
private venture funds are con몭dential). Maybe I will do a separate article on this at a later
date.

Note, many people ask me “what about China and Russia?” when I talk about our own
government and DoD engaged in mass genocide of Americans. I answered about China -
they are allied with the US DoD on this. The CCP is pro몭ting from the 몭nancial windfall of
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they are allied with the US DoD on this. The CCP is pro몭ting from the 몭nancial windfall of
the US government printing dollars and throwing them into the mRNA furnaces where
they are driving masses of the brainwashed citizens to suicide themselves. China claims to
use “traditional vaccines” - if you believe what the Chinese say, I have a bridge to sell you.

I have not seen evidence of any similar alliance with Russia. This makes sense, because
ultimately this boils down to the war of US vs Russia using proxies and alliances (as it
always does). This does not mean that Russia are “the good guys”. Simply that the owners of
Russia (whoever they are, not necessarily based in Russia) disagree with the owners of the
US (whoever they are, not necessarily based in the US). Russia is running the same “covid
script”, using knock o몭 RNA/DNA injections, probably buying materials from the same
suppliers, and also using war to kill o몭 their own younger population. It’s just that they are
doing it for THEIR OWN interests, not that of the US and their allies.

Back to this western continent - we have already established that “Covid-19 vaccines” are
biowarfare agents, legally not medicines, not pharmaceuticals, and not regulated as such.

Use of Emergency Use Authorized (EUA) covered countermeasures under a declared
Public Health Emergency cannot constitute a clinical investigation (21 USC 360bbb-3(k)),
therefore these countermeasures could not be tested for safety or e몭cacy in accordance
with US law (21 CFR 312 and 21 CFR 601), nor could compliance with current Good
Manufacturing Practices (cGMP) or Good Distribution Practices (GxP in general) be
enforced by the FDA. 

This legal fact was known to the US Government, DOD, BARDA, FDA, CDC, HHS o몭cials
signing the contracts, involved in the OWS, and it was also known to P몭zer, Moderna and
other pharma companies. mRNA technology has always been designated dual-use, a
category of bioweapons:

Due Diligence and Art

mRNA Injections as a Dual‐Use Technology – Assessment of
Threat of Misuse as Biological and Chemical Weapons.

In politics, diplomacy, and export control, "dual‐use" refers to technology that
can be used for both peaceful and military aims. mRNA technology, including
embodiments as injectable drugs or vaccine products, has been long identified
as a dual‐use technology. See references…
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From the start, “covid pandemic” was treated by the US Government as a national security
matter (i.e. war) and covid policy was set by the National Security Council (assemblage of
Defense and Intelligence heads), not HHS.

March 13, 2020: “PanCAP Adapted U.S. Government COVID-19 Response
Plan” (PanCAP-A) states that United States policy in response to SARS-CoV-2 is set not by
the public health agencies designated in pandemic preparedness protocols (Pandemic and
All Hazards Preparedness Act, PPD-44, BIA), but rather by the National Security Council,
or NSC.  NSC does not have regular attendees from public health agencies and its focus is
national security and foreign policy matters." 

Below is the organization chart from the PanCAP-A document, p.9:

When a known weaponizable tech is given a liability-free, extrajudicial status shielded
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When a known weaponizable tech is given a liability-free, extrajudicial status shielded
from all regulations, it’s not hard to put 2 and 2 together. The national security, DoD and
Intelligence o몭cials absolutely knew all of this. They went ahead and authorized a $10
billion purchase order of this weaponizable tech from the Fosun-P몭zer-BioNTech
enterprise (backed by numerous foreign governments including the Chinese), to deliver and
deploy it onto Americans, during the time of war.

I think by now it should become clear that the “5th gen warfare” is not just the use of
psyops and total control of social media by the FBI and CIA (that’s so last century!) It’s also
not “pro몭ts over safety”, “bad FDA overlooked myocarditis” or “big pharma pays
politicians for election campaigns”. We are way, way past that. I keep pointing out that if
the motive were JUST PROFIT, then the most pro몭table strategy would have been to ship
placebo. They would not be violating any laws by doing so, there would be no adverse
events and deaths, the product would look perfectly cGMP compliant, while covid would
have gone away quickly by itself. Yet, the governments (plural)-pharma cartel insists on
killing and injuring millions of people, obviously limiting the pro몭t potential by doing so.

The current war is the war of the global governments (plural), that only pretend to be at
odds with each other, marketing themselves as “le몭”, “right”, “communists”, “green”,
“capitalists”, “socialists”, “populists”, “conservatives”, etc. etc. in a never ending clown
show of the political theater. Behind the scenes, the “o몭cial enemies” are partners and co-
investors into “joint ventures” against us, people of the world. They use taxpayers’ money
to fund, develop, then “approve”, purchase and deploy prohibited biowarfare agents for
killing and injuring their own civilian population, their own armed forces, 몭rst
responders, healthcare workers, pregnant women and children. To stop this every one of
us must start using correct precise language, start calling things what they really are.

Art piece for today: Still Life with Persimmons and a Persian Vase, oil on panel, 18x24
inches.
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Thanks for reading Due Diligence and Art!
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Thank you for your substack. Thank you for being UNCORRUPTED.Thank you for speaking the
truth. Thank you thank you thank you!
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